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Hello,

Of course you will ask 
yourself why do  we 
need this?

So, how did we find a community 
interested in this concept?

We know you are 
probably really 
curios about what 
LIÉREN is 

Well, LIÉREN is a platform 
where people can swap their 
clothes inside a local 
community using the platform 
currency, which is the ሐ��OL«��

Our effort began with a simple survey within 
a large network of our concatcts , we asked 
“how satisfy are you with the variety in your 
closet” and it surprisingly resulted like this*: 

0 10

Interesentingly, that led to our next survey 
which asked “Have you shared clothes with 
friends?”and resulted that a 100% of them 
have happily shared a fashion item with a 
friend*. This means that people are 
opening their closet to others in orther to 
have access to more pieces. 

We think that everyone who sees a limitation in their present 
fashion items and seeks to explore other styles while meeting 
new poelpe will be interested. But, on early satges we want to 
kick-start a pilot with early adapters inside university campus, 
due to geographical relations and  diversity. As an example, alow 
us to introduce two personas:

Jasper Joynes,
Studies: UCLA Student, Computer
Science

“Having to wear something on a 
date is pretty difficult, I mean I 
want to impress but not too much 
(…) It is pretty impossible when you 
only have a couple of Darth Veider 
shirts (…) damn! James has always 
something cool to wear ”

Lian (Rose) Sun,
Studies: UCI Student, Business
administration

“Every time I have to present I 
always end up wearing the same 
pants over and over again (…) I 
am happy that at least, my 
roomies lend me some 
accessories (…) but still I feel 
that i need more”

and we associated this satisfacion 
as a pain point for our community 
and wonderd if this could be 
addressed if people opened their 
closes for mutal sharing!.

The mindset found in this two stundets is a reflection of 
the mindset of a larger group call Millenialls. Clearly, the 
sharing economy has allow them to share commonly 
accesible resources… So why not add clothes to this 
category?

Vehicle 
ridesharing

Home 
sharing

21% Avarage US

9% Avarage US

15% Millenial (18-30)

6% Boomers (50-70):

3% Boomers (50-70):

 17 %Gen x (30-50):

 6%Gen x (30-50):

*61 answers were collected for the satisfaction closet
* 22 answerd yes when asked if there shared clothes with a friend

Source: Forrester Data Consumer Technographics North 
American Online Benschmark Survey ( Part 2),2017

35% Millenial (18-30)



Nice! but is 
there anyone 
doing this?

We feel that you are seeing value, 
but how does LIÈREN actually works?
The story of this platform begins when users register as Producers, this enables 
them to share their closet digitally. This story also includes registered Consumers, 
who are seekers of fashion variety from the available producers. 

Consumers remunerate Producers in LIE, a virtual currency that they purchase via 
the platform (think of a dollar conversion to a market-independent set of points' 
conversion). The Platform allows for Consumers to rate products, thus impacting 
both the Consumer and Producer value within the platform ecosystem.

Also our platform includes Partners (businesses that seek mutual benefit from our 
platform). As a starter, Procedures and Consumers will exchange goods at our 
Partner locations, thus offering visibility and possible revenue streams to  them. 

Let us show you the 
following chart that 
positions LIÈREN 
respect existing 
platforms and its 
siginificant 
discriminators

CONSUMER
ሐ

ሐ

PRODUCER

PARTNER

Shares an item

Search an item

1. SHARE & FIND 2. MEET & EXCHANGE

Rent th
e runway

Tulerie
Xiang Wu bao

LIÈ
REN

Uses clothes from other 
people

No Delivery expenses

Original products

Their Own currency

Sense of Community

Have access to universities

Good desing and UX 

3. RATE & LIÈ PAY



2.MARKETING

1.PARTNERS

3.PURCHASE

As our platfrom evolves on 
users we will develop digital 
campaigns and creative 
approachs with businesses. Also 
Data analytics results will be 
shared with relevant partners 
and revenue will be generated

We will partner with offline 
commercial locations such as 
restaurants, cafeterias… to 
bring traffic to their places by 
suggesting this exchange 
locations and giving LIÈ if 
transacations are done there. 

For those users that want 
more LIÈ, they can have the 
possibility to buy this currency  
to do transactions inside the 
platform. The platform can 
generate revenue by the 
varios Producer-Consumer-LIÈ 
based transactions

ACP STUDENT
“I see my idea working, 
this is a true sharing 
revolution”

MBA STUDENT
“The sharing Economy 
has a grat future and 
our platform fits right 
into it!”

MBA STUDENT
“This is scalable and 
can work not only 
with fashion”

MBA STUDENT
“This is what people 
need and has such 
little investment”

Finally the bottom line, how does 
the platform generate revenue?

so who is 
behind all this?

$14
2014

2025

$335

A great question! Firstly, there is a potential revenue in the 
Sharing economy ecosystem- as corroboeated by the 
Boston Collage of Law. The research concluded that by 
2015, the sharing economy will have market shares in 
billions of dollars!

As you can see it is a high-level revenue model and we want 
to be part of it, so we seleceted three pimary players for our 
platform shown in the chart below:

One step to share it all, 

ARE 
YOU 
IN?

AND 




